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While the U.S. may be as safe as the world's dominant economy is for now, there are signs that it is beginning to lose its edge as technological leaders. This is according to findings released by mobile analytics firm Flurry, which recently examined the development of their applications and origin. Their findings are insight,
as they reveal that the United States is no longer leading the way in the creation of new apps, with its market share traction traced from 45% in 2011 to 36% in 2013. This contrasts with the software industry landscape in 2008, when America produced an estimated 68% of all sales units and distinguished as clear market
leaders. While some people may regard america's dwindling market share as negative, it simply reflects the fact that the mobile app industry is now a truly global phenomenon. By developing economies such as China, Brazil and Russia now leading the way in technological innovation, Android users can enjoy a more
diverse range of applications. With this in case, let's take a look at the most popular applications and reasons why you should download them.1. EasilyDo Smart Assistant: Applications to Just About Everything: 4/5 (3848 reviews)Although we may all need personal assistants from time to time, this is too much financial
burden for most of us to bear. Thanks to the world of wonderful mobile apps, however, Android users can now access the next best thing with Easilydo Smart Assistant. Created by EasilyDo Inc., this multipurpose app allows users to fully access a fully functioning personal assistant service, which allows them to do
everything from monitoring important work emails to receiving birthday notifications and real-time bad weather warnings. If you struggle to balance your personal and professional life, the app will at least help ease the load of busy schedules. 2. Vine: Applications for Android UsersRating: 4.2/5 (1127626 reviews)Videos
are an increasingly important component of our daily lives, both in terms of how we access information and methods used to market products and services. In terms of video marketing alone, users are now watching about 46 billion videos online each year and are becoming increasingly dependent on information
delivered through the audio visual medium. The Vine app allows Android users to take advantage of this trend, as it has the capacity to shoot six second videos that can be included in Twitter and other social media platforms. Videos recorded by the same user can also be integrated into a single profile, so you can share
multiple movies simultaneously with user friends. 3. Duolingo: Learning Language Application for 4.7/5 (3633169 reviews)Although the development of social media and remote interaction may have broken many obstacles to international communication, the ability to speak multilingual still has great value. For individuals
who need to move to work or or to travel to a variety of far-right global resorts, for example, multilingual skills may be worth their weight in gold. Duolingo-language applications are one of the most innovative educational tools on the Android market, as it challenges users to learn their choice of Spanish, German, French,
Italian or Portuguese language by asking them to match images with selective words. The app is also staged and staged to be competitive, so that successful answers will allow you to progress while the wrong response will cost you valuable time and points.4. Pocket App: Viewing Online Content Offline: 4.5/5 (1247372
reviews)While browsing the Internet, you may find a variety of multimedia content. The packed and crowded properties of the World Wide Web make it easy to ignore potentially important content, so the Pocket App for Android phones therefore works important and often underestimated functionality. In short, it allows
you to store interesting content for offline reading, which means that you can view your videos, tutorials and articles at any time regardless of whether you have an active Internet connection.5. Any.do: Ultimate Assignment Listing: 4.5/5 (263062 review)While the majority of us will work from the to-do list at one time or
another, how many of us actually completed the incorporated tasks at the time allowed? The Any.do will help make you more productive, because it allows the creation of a real-time and real-time to-do list that is easily accessible on your Android device. It also delivers an audible reminder every time a task needs to be
paid, which in turn means that there is no excuse for missing a deadline or forgetting important appointments. As a free organizational tool, it is among the best available to modern users.6. Camscanner App: New Faces of DigitalRating Technology: 4.5/5 (896376 reviews)With the Camscanner app downloaded to your
Android phone, your use of digital technology will no longer be the same. Basically, it denies the need for a conventional scanner, as it processes documents using your Android camera. There is no limit to the number of documents you scan, while the speed of the process is very fast. You can also edit these documents
using this software, because the app has a contrast and brightness modification tool.7. Google Keep: The Last word in the Note-Taking App: 4.4/5 (563724 reviews) Although the note-taking app is nothing new, Google Keep takes the concept to a completely different level. To get started, it has a much larger capacity
than a standard tool, because you can take real-time notes while adding pictures and reminders. In addition, this also allows the creation of checklists and voice notes, which are accessible and shared at any time while moving. This allows you to keep your notes organized in one online space, without having to use an
alternative software package.8. Play Play e-Book Reader: Absorbs Information during MoveRating: 3.9/5 (1234656 reviews)If there is a trend that defines modern technology, it is a tool and application development that allows users to perform tasks during mobile. Take Android compatible Play e-Book Reader, for
example, which can be installed directly to your phone and have a comprehensive dictionary functionality. The app is very useful for students, since it allows them to check the material and revise their preferred subjects while moving and regardless of their exact geographical location.9. Merriam Webster and WordWeb:
Ultimate Online Dictionary: 4.5/5 (370351 reviews)While the Play store that freezes Google is full of functional dictionaries and thesaurus applications, some of these have the scope and sophistication of Webster Merriam and WordWeb. Featuring a comprehensive catalogue of words and simple definitions, the app also
offers access to pronunciation tools that allow you to increase your greeting and orchasi. As meaningful and multi-purpose applications go, Merriam Webster and WordWeb remain one of the most sought after among Android users. 10. Feed: Real-Time Source of Global News: 4.5/5 (276322 review) News sites and
resources are all anger in 2013, mainly because users like to enjoy content from a variety of alternative sources. The most popular app of this type is Feedly, which has emerged as the most viable alternative to Google Reader that doesn't work right now. With an easy-to-navigate interface and some variable viewing
options designed to improve the reading experience, Feedly allows you to take in breaking the news with a single button touch. The Bottom LineAs mobile and Android app market continues to grow and grow, users can benefit from a wide selection of tools and accessories. Therefore, although the newly designed and
created American market share of the app may decrease, this does not negatively affect the level of innovation in the industry or the experience of Android users. If you're just releasing a new smartphone or thinking of using a holiday cash envelope to run out and buy one and you're looking forward to filling in on a new
way to distract yourself, then read on. Amid all the retrospectives of the other end of the year, future forecasts, and service-y listicles are pumped out by every media outlet on the planet at this time of year, this story is likely for you. There are millions of apps. Apple's IOS and Android Google each offer more than 2
million apps in their respective download stores. Each app store has its own top charts and recommendations, where you'll find regular suspects—Facebook, Netflix, Spotify, Snapchat, YouTube, and other famous social networks, media, transport tools and games. But there are plenty of other excellent applications out
there, from the obvious to hard-to-pronoun pronoun pronouns, whose name may not be at the end of your tongue when fire your new tool. Last year, we published a list of seven lesser-known applications, but very worth it. We recommend (and still highly recommend) Dark Skies for the weather, Stitcher for podcasts,
Giphy Cam to make fun animations, and Afterlight for photo editing, among other things. Traffic on the post is really bonkers, suggesting that guidance like this is the kind of thing you're looking for right now. So here's another. This time, we've rounded up eight more useful, fun or otherwise decent downloadable
applications we've come across this year. 1 Second Daily (iOS and Android)In an era of smartphones, just about every moment of our lives has been carefully documented, but most of the images we share slides are invisible to the past under a deluge of new posts on Instagram or Facebook. Or in the case of Snapchat,
they completely disappear forever. 1 Second Every day approaches different things. The app is designed to do what its name is: Capture one second of the video every day—or as many days as you can to remember to use it. The end result is a quick burst of brief moments that, as they add, offer a high level, but a deep
view of what your everyday life looks like. It may be light on context, but a series of clips tell stories that are otherwise difficult to thoroughly capture and deliberately curse photos and videos posted elsewhere at a time—and then immediately forgotten. With 1 Second of Every day, you can export composite and shared
videos on social networks of your choice or simply save them to yourself as a kind of personal video diary. If nothing else, it is a useful internal reminder that a given year is more of a major life achievement, holiday pictures, and cringeworthy news headlines that might come most memorable; Life actually consists of
many types of moments; It's just a question of which one we catch and remember. Download 1 Seconds Daily here. Hopper (iOS and Android)The last time I wanted to escape from the East Coast for California warmth, I used an app called Hopper to help me figure out the best time to fly. Within minutes, my flight was
booked. While there are plenty of airline watching and travel apps out there, some offer a combination of simplicity and a powerful prediction pool of data quite effectively this. The color-coded calendar layout of its search results gives you a clear and glanced look about the day, week, and month is the cheapest time to
fly. If the flights given statistically may become cheaper (or more expensive) in the future, Hopper will tell spelling out the possibility of multiple potential price fluctuations and when it may occur. You can also track searches and choose to get notifications when an offer appears or when Hopper discovers another local,
you may be interested in traveling to, based on previous searches. For example, perhaps your search for a flight to Miami produces expensive results, but if dealing on a flight to Ft. Lauderdale or Orlando appears, you'll get push notifications immediately. So whether you're planning a business trip around a certain date or



just trying to scratch the itch that travels as you please, Hopper is one of the easiest ways to plot the most ideal trip. Download Hopper here. 60db (iOS only)Renaissance podcasting is still a barrel forward, but it has a long way to go: Only 20% of Americans say they've heard of the podcast. 60db hopes to make the use
of digital audio feel more like a radio (a century-old medium that is still strong) but also injects it with a more personal and digestable sense of modern digital media service. The result, mainly built by NPR and Netflix veterans, is something that feels like a radio, but with a smart type of algorithm and new content initiatives
that have changed the way we now define and take TV. 60db allows you to subscribe to most of the standard podcasts, available in general that you can think of, but the main focus is on short form audio stories that meet more specific interests than general interest podcasts. These quick hits, often produced by 60db
staff along with established media brands, offer 10 minutes or less audio storytelling about an ever-evolving array of topics. And as we've expected from services like Pandora and Netflix, 60db learns as you listen—the more you use it, the smarter it gets. There are a wide selection of noteful podcasting and radio
applications, such as NPR One, Stitcher, and RadioPublic (another new offer from a public radio vet), but 60db is out of the way to be very simple and addictive. Download 60db here. Headspace (iOS and Android)Scientific cases for conscious meditation are beyond steady. And between our growing addiction to apps
and screens and endless chaotic news cycle worries, you can argue that our brains can use rest now more than ever. Many experts support minimizing screen time at all, but for those moments when you can't manage to get away from your phone, you may also have digital tools to help restore your sanity. Headspace is
a popular one. The app uses a combination of cutesy design, protestable reminders, and a soothing British acoust of a man named Andy to entice you from a digital distraction without your mind and become a more relaxing situation. Headspace is a (fair warning) paid subscription service that offers audio-based
meditation training for a variety of conditions, but it offers enough free sessions to give you a taste correct for how the service works and if or not it is worth paying $13 a month (or $8 if you are willing to pay at once for a year's access). Of course, some meditation-focused apps are out there, such as Meditation Studio
and Sattva. If you're surprised to have an Apple Watch, Apple's own Breathe app is also worth checking out. Download HeadRoom (iOS and Android) Even if you're not many players, you may find it hard to stop playing this one. PinOut is a retro-style pinball game themed '80s for iOS and Android. Indeed, the more
susceptible you to nostalgia for the 1980s (or rather appreciate you may be a neon design and heavy music synth), the longer you will be unplugged to it. The retro-electronic soundtrack like it was ripped straight from the intro to Stranger things hit mega Netflix and the neon-laced game layout feels like Tron exploded in
pinball form. Download PinOut here. Quartz(iOS and Android)There are hundreds of different ways to read the news on your phone—whether it's from your friends on Twitter and Facebook or through more news-specific apps, from aggregators like Google News, Clipboard, Feedly and Reddit to publishers like BuzzFeed,
The New York Times, or the BBC. But almost never did this app erupt from traditional paradigates based on headlines of news usage. Quartz, a business-oriented news media brand launched by The Atlantic four years ago, has a different idea. The app launched in early 2016 scheduled a familiar news format in favor of
the conversation interface. Instead of reading news stories, you chat with them. This app has been composed, often emoji-laden replies (tell me more or next?) allowing the adventure style of your name-you navigate the latest and most important world events. In an age of clickbait headlines and uncertainty where news
articles are even real, what could be more refreshing than talking about news with what feels like a very informative friend–even if it's just a soul boat? Download Quartz here. Nuzzel (iOS and Android)If you want to keep track of our weird new reality, but not in the mood for chatting with newsbot, Nuzzel is another virtual
news with a modern spin. Social news apps show the articles that your Twitter friends are most shared now (by default, in the last hour—but you can filter them by 24 hours or travel back on time to the previous day). What Nuzzel may lack originality (Flipboard has been offering Twitter-powered news since 2010) it forms
with smart design and flexibility. The app allows you to step beyond your Twitter bubble and see news shared by friends and browse more widely in its Discover tab. It also suggests news stories you might miss. Nuzzel certainly meets junk news first, but that doesn't mean it doesn't serve vulnerable people to more
casual headline scans. In fact, it's not just for Twitter users anymore. Last year, the news app redesigned to open it to everyone. In this way, we can watch civilizations rip up at the seams of the way we do everything: silently staring at our phones together. Download Nuzzel here. (iOS and Android) Listening to music is
one of the most obvious and common uses for our phones and with it, applications like Pandora and Spotify always get a high position in Shops. But unless you're a bona fide, crate-digging snob music, chances are you're missing some of the latest and best music you're creating. That's because before budding artists
get signatures to labels or pay to distribute their own music to major subscription services, they take matters into their own hands first on services like Bandcamp and SoundCloud. And even more so than most music services, Bandcamp can properly make a rare claim: it actually helps free and smaller label artists get
paid. The main focus of the service is to sell physical albums, downloads, and other items such as T-shirts. But although it's not a streaming service in a traditional sense, Bandcamp allows you to listen to music, follow artists, and increasingly discover new music. Just keep an acquapanying the best sales of apps and
genre-specific tabs guaranteed to freeze something new and delightful. By all means, see SoundCloud and subscribe to streaming services too—Apple Music has amazing playlists and Spotify's data-driven discovery features are innovative and addictive. But don't think a minute that your music library collection is
complete until you download the Bandcamp app. It.
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